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Geography

An online learning platform is a 
space or portal filled with 
educational content and/or 
live instruction on a particular 
subject or many different 
topics. For this presentation 
we will focus on online 
learning tools that universities 
and post-secondary 
institutions use to host their 
courses.
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So, what are online learning tools used for?

It depends on what kind of course the student is taking. If 
it’s in-person, the platforms are used to track grades, to 

take exams in person, and to hand-in assignments without 
having to hand papers to the professor. While with online 
classes, the platform is used for everything. Starting from 
the communication, to assignments, to exams, and not to 

forget forums. 
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What are the top online tools?
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So why exactly are we moving to online? 

The reason is the one we all know: COVID, has made things 
quite impossible to do things in person. This combined with the 
lack of resources to help professors, has made online learning 

harder than it needs to be. This is the reason we want to create 
a platform to help professors and try to bridge the gaps that 

seems to be growing bigger with online learning. 
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But, sadly there is something wrong with online tools

● Professors are spending hours setting up their courses.
● They don’t have live tech support and they don’t have time to waste 

on doing different solutions.
● The pages set out to help them lead them in circles
● Due to updates between versions, solutions might not work.
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So, what are our ideas?

We started out with things we believed that would be useful for professors:

● Helpful information that is easy to find and proven to work.
● Forum in which they can express any problems we have not found solutions yet.
● Quick troubleshooting chat where professors can first talk to a robot and later 

on if the robot cannot help, a human might be able to assist them,
● Be able to see what a specific school is using for online learning tools.
● Be able to see all of the tools that are out there.
● Comparisons between different platforms and their features, including if the 

student needs to pay some money to use it.
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Sustainable Development goal

#4: Quality Education

Our Idea

A website that helps college professors navigate technology by 
providing access to centralized information about online tools.
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Having our ideas, 
we can talk about the 
stories and personas
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A College Professor User

Wants to improve online collaboration in their remote class Goal

So they search for a tool that allows for the class to talk and send 
messagesTasks
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An Adjunct ProfessorUser

Wants to set up a new class using their new institution’s tool Goal

So they find a guide to set up an online class using that tool including 
assignments and lesson contentTask
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A College ProfessorUser

Wants to improve their grading process onlineGoal

So they search how to auto-grade quizzes and send grades to the 
gradebookTask
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● Age 27-35
● North Carolina
● Adjunct Professor, Master’s Degree
● Married with young children

User Persona

Alicia Ryan

Bio
Currently lives in a home with her family. Works in 
her home office since the universities closed 
their campus. She teaches 3-4 classes at two 
institutions a semester. One institution has 
asynchronous classes while the other is 
synchronous. Therefore, she is on Zoom a few 
days a week for one institution, but also 
publishes videos to lecture her other students. 
She holds office hours during the day to 
accommodate students who need help with 
assignments, only half of her students have 
visited at least once. 

Goals
● Increase her knowledge of online 

learning tools
● Improve class collaboration online
● Organize class content to make it 

easy for her students
● Troubleshoot problems quickly for 

her classes

Frustrations
● Works with two different remote 

learning tools
● Tools are slightly outdated and 

hard to navigate
● Students don’t participate in class 

as much online
● Runs out of time to set up course 

assignments and quizzes

Influences
● University guidelines and 

processes
● University Department
● Students and their needs
● Schedule



Knowing our users, we can 
map out their journey.
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CREDITS: This presentation template was created by Slidesgo, including icons 
by Flaticon, and infographics & images by Freepik

Where can I find 
how to solve this 
problem?

Ok, I found their 
help site. Now, 
where is the guide?

Current User Journey

I found something 
helpful but no luck 
solving the problem.

This is a lot of 
information but not 
many actionable 
steps...

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
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UniTools User Journey

Wow, one site for 
all the help I 
need?

Ok, I am searching 
for the tool. Do they 
have it? Is my 
problem in the list 
of guides?

I was able to solve 
the problem, in a 
good amount of 
time.

Very simple steps with 
pictures and videos. I 
might be able to solve 
the problem.

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr


Now the prototype...
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Navigate to forum home page

Post Question Receive answer to solution in a 
timely manner

1. Home Page

3. Ask 4. Answer

Type in your specific problem

2. Search

CUJ: Troubleshooting in 
Forum
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Open up the chat

Find the problem under list of 
possibly posts or guides

Be redirected to a person or 
follow guides/solutions

1. Start

3. Confirm 4. Troubleshoot

Ask a question

2. Ask

CUJ: Troubleshooting in Chat
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And going more technical...
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How did we get to our greenline document?

With informal interviews with people that could be users for our 
app and general accessibility feedback from the class, we were 
able to come up with a greenline document that made sense for 

both screen readers and our general users.

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr
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Thanks!
Any Questions?

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr


Appendix
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Are there any benefits to online learning or in-person learning?
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We can see that while Blackboard 
seems to be widely known, their help 
section is somewhat… lacking. See 
this screenshot from the Blackboard 
Help site.

While each page links to different help 
sections, most assume that the 
profesor can and does already know 
how to use the tool and is just giving 
the overall basics.

The problem
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While this page might be helpful, it has 
circular references that might lead a 
professor in circles and will be 
counterproductive in the end.

The problem
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Something similar happens with Moodle 
Docs. 

While they try to be helpful, they seem 
to assume what a professor knows. Not 
only that they don’t fully keep backlogs 
of all of the versions which causes the 
tutorials from the docs to be wildly 
inaccurate to the version the professor 
is using. 

The problem
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Here is a screenshot from the setting 
up a forum help page. While it has a 
video, both the writing and video 
assumes the professors is comfortable 
with the controls and doesn’t help with 
any troubleshooting. 

The problem
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Canva does a little differently. Their 
most front facing help is a community 
forum where everyone can post.

And while they do have a 
troubleshooting guide, it comes around 
to the same problem: they assume the 
professor feels comfortable with the 
controls. 

The problem
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Find the tool they are using

Read through instructions under 
the step-by-step guide

Navigate to tool to implement 
solution

1. Search

3. Follow 4. Implement

Identify the guide for the 
problem

2. Identify

CUJ: General Troubleshooting
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● Age 50+
● Texas
● Professor and Researcher, Ph.D
● Married

User Persona

Victor Levi

Goals
● Wants to be able to find solutions 

to problems quickly when they 
arise

● Does not want to spend time 
searching the internet for how to 
do something for his class

Frustrations
● Not accustomed to teaching 

online
● Has trouble using video 

communications tools
● Accustomed to receiving and 

grading paper assignments
● Cannot always rely on a Teacher’s 

Assistant or IT help

Influences
● University guidelines and 

processes
● University Department
● Students

Bio
Lives in a home with his spouse. Teaches around 
2-4 classes at the university, holds office hours 
and also does research. Works at a well known 
university that currently has hybrid instruction 
therefore he is in class and teaching online. 
Spends most of his time outside of class doing 
research and uses a TA for grading and posting 
announcements. 


